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Teach Yourself Cgi Programming With Perl in a Week (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 1996

	From there, you will learn about the basic client/server architecture of the server, and you will

	get a detailed description of the HTTP request/response headers. You will learn the client/server

	model in straightforward and simple terms, and throughout the book, you will learn about

	several methods for keeping track of the state of...
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Pro SQL Server 2008 XML (Expert's Voice in SQL Server)Apress, 2008

	Back in 1999, I was working for a dot-com when I was first exposed to the interesting new

	technology known as XML. My imagination ran wild, and I immediately began working on

	dozens of applications for XML, like custom reporting from our legacy inventory system and

	Web-based business-to-business ordering. I was as excited as a kid on...
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Contemporary Optical Image Processing with MATLABElsevier Limited, 2001

	This book serves two purposes: first to introduce readers to the concepts of geometrical optics, physical optics and techniques of optical imaging and image processing, and secondly to provide them with experience in modeling the theory and applications using the commonly used software tool MATLAB®. A comprehensively revised...
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Data Mining for Systems Biology: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2012

	
		The post-genomic revolution is witnessing the generation of petabytes of data annually, with deep implications ranging across evolutionary theory, developmental biology, agriculture, and disease processes. Data Mining for Systems Biology: Methods and Protocols, surveys and demonstrates the science and technology of converting...
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Addison Wesley's Javascript Reference CardAddison Wesley, 2005

	
		
			Javascript: A scripting language designed to be integrated
		
			into HTML code to produce enhanced, dynamic, interactive
		
			web pages.
	




	This is JavaScript Reference Card
...
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Microsoft Sql Server 2012 Master Data Services 2/EMcGraw-Hill, 2012

	
		Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.

	Deploy and Maintain an Integrated MDS Architecture

	
		Harness your master data and grow revenue while reducing...
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Data Mining: Foundations and Practice (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008

	The IEEE ICDM 2004 workshop on the Foundation of Data Mining and the IEEE ICDM 2005 workshop on the Foundation of Semantic Oriented Data and Web Mining focused on topics ranging from the foundations of data mining to new data mining paradigms. The workshops brought together both data mining researchers and practitioners to discuss these two...
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Soft Computing for Data Mining Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009

	The authors have consolidated their research work in this volume titled Soft Computing for Data Mining Applications. The monograph gives an insight into the research in the ?elds of Data Mining in combination with Soft Computing methodologies. In these days, the data continues to grow - ponentially. Much of the data is implicitly or explicitly...
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Algorithms and Data Structures in Vlsi Design: Obdd - Foundations And ApplicationsSpringer, 1998

	One of the main problems in chip design is the enormous number of possible combinations of individual chip elements within a system, and the problem of their compatibility. The recent application of data structures, efficient algorithms, and ordered binary decision diagrams (OBDDs) has proven vital in designing the computer chips of tomorrow....
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Getting Started with C++ Audio Programming for Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	
		Written specifically to help C++ developers add audio to their games from scratch, this book gives a clear introduction to the concepts and practical application of audio programming using the FMOD library and toolkit.

	
		Overview

		
			Add audio to your game using FMOD and wrap it in your own...
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MCITP Developer: Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Database Solutions DesignSybex, 2006

	
		Welcome to what is probably the most difficult exam in the current range of SQL Server 2005
	
		exams available, the “Designing Database Solutions by Using Microsoft SQL Server 2005”
	
		70-441 exam.
	


	
		The reason why it is such a difficult exam is because it has both a breadth and a depth that...
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Super-Recursive Algorithms (Monographs in Computer Science)Springer, 2004

	
		This book introduces the new realm of superrecursive algorithms and the development
	
		of mathematical models for them. Although many still believe that only recursive
	
		algorithms exist and that only some of them are realizable, there are many
	
		situations in which people actually work with superrecursive algorithms....
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